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Dear Friends,
Welcome to the Holistic Child Health Newsletter.
The goal of my holistic pediatric practice, and of this newsletter, is to inform and
support parents to become more empowered as the primary health care providers
for their children.

Extending far beyond Western medicine's conventional treatments, holistic
medicine and mindful parenting allow us to boost children's natural immunity,
support their optimum health and wellness, safely heal any illnesses, and prevent
disease-without dangerous side effects. Holistic medicine provides us with the tools
to nurture the physical, emotional, social and spiritual health of your children.
Over the coming months and years, I intend to use this newsletter to address some
of your concerns as parents, share information that you might want to add to your
knowledge base, and inform you of important issues and current events that are
happening in the news, and in your area.
Together we can heal the whole child. Naturally.
Yours in Health,
Lawrence B. Palevsky, MD

NY STATE RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION
From Children's Health Defense:
Update: Litigation in
New York State

Friends,
The New York State repeal of the religious exemption to vaccination violates many
rights that New Yorkers hold dear. It tramples the fundamental rights of New
Yorkers to religious freedom, parental rights and the right to education.
It also violates the core principle of harm avoidance that is embedded in federal law
permitting state vaccine mandates. Medical exemptions for vulnerable children
effectively no longer exist in New York. In particular, the new law violates the rights
of special needs children with Individualized Educational Plans and 504 Plans, who
have well-recognized federal rights to a Free and Appropriate Public Education.
Children’s Health Defense (CHD) has pulled together a team of lawyers who, along
with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., will challenge the repeal on all of the grounds above.
We are working with a team of leading New York lawyers to prepare and file lawsuits
as soon as possible. Our aim is to prevent the law from going fully into effect on July
14. It is not wise or beneficial to file lawsuits prematurely before exhaustive research
has been done. CHD will work with others to ensure that the cases filed are as likely
to succeed as possible.
We recognize that families are panic-stricken. CHD is doing everything in our power
to reverse this draconian law so that all New Yorkers may continue to enjoy their
rights to religious expression, parental rights, and an education. We will be
providing more specific information soon. But we can’t do this without your help!
Please consider making a donation to support our NYS litigation efforts. You can
donate here and earmark your donation by selecting "NYS Litigation" in the drop

down menu.
Thank you!
The Children’s Health Defense Team
To Learn More and to DONATE:
http://bit.ly/300lkJh

NY UPDATE:
REASONS to hit the PAUSE BUTTON & BREATHE!!!

Now is NOT the time to make hasty decisions (no pun or coercion intended) STAY
STRONG!
Also- the CIR (Computerized Immunization Registry) keeps track and registers lot #
of all vaccines. Just FYI.
1.) The first of five lawsuits on the repeal bill will be rolled out this week. This one
will challenge the decision to bar children from school who are vaccine vulnerable/
medically exempt. The case could not be better. Details on a press conference to
follow soon.
2.) The next case will take on the lack of Special Education provisions in the bill.
That is slated for 1-1.5 weeks from now.
3.) The biggest suit that challenges the constitutionality of the law will be filed
within two weeks along with a request for a stay soon thereafter. This is the most
crucial piece.

SO HELP IS ON THE WAY. We have the best possible attorneys working on this
under the guidance of RFK Jr. All the attorneys working for Chidren's Health
Defense are the best our movement has to offer.
This bill was egregious and that is GOOD for our lawsuits. We are living the effects
of a poorly thought out bill that has horrible ramifications for so many families.
PLEASE KNOW the way we all proceed impacts us all. It will affect your kids and
their families. If we don't beat this now, there will be NO LIMIT to what Pharma can
do. There are over 200 vaccines being developed- the mandated list will never end.
HOLD STRONG- and stay tuned for updates. Good news will come!!

From Autism Action Network:
Video: NY Speaker Heastie intervenes to throw vote to repeal religious
exemptions... Take Action!

Next Steps: RFKJ and team of lawyers will be filing suits soon
As you all know, we lost our right to a religious exemption from vaccine mandates to
attend school in New York. Our elected officials decided to discard a fundamental
human right we have always had, and 44 other states continue to have, when the
Assembly voted 84 to 66 to pass Jeffery Dinowitz’s Assembly Bill A2371a, and the
Senate voted 36 to 26 to pass Brad Hoylman’s Senate Bill S2994. Governor Andrew
Cuomo signed the bills within hours of the floor votes.
In a display of Albany at its worst, Speaker of the Assembly Carl Heastie intervened
in a meeting of the Assembly Health Committee on Thursday morning when a first

vote resulted in a 13-13 tie, which according to the rules of the Committee should
have resulted in the bill being defeated. Heastie can be seen giving instructions to
Health Committee Chair Richard Gottfried, and calling over freshman, and junior
member of the committee, Assemblymember Nader Sayegh, after which Sayegh
changed his “no” vote to a “yes,” allowing the bill to go to the floor where Heastie
knew he could twist enough arms to get the result he wanted. You can see the events
play out in this video starting at 42:00 mark.
http://bit.ly/2Lrq9Hk
If you disagree with Speaker Heastie’s action, please call Speaker Heastie’s office
and politely let the staffer know.
Speaker of the Assembly Carl Heastie (518) 455-3791
And please click on the Take Action Link after clicking above to send Speaker
Heastie an email expressing your displeasure with his actions.
The new law applies to all schools; public, private, parochial, and charter, including
daycare, pre-k, kindergarten, and K-12. All students will be required to get the
required shots by June 20 of 2020. We hope to have an analysis of the very
confusing language of the bill shortly.
Next Steps
We are not giving up. We are not moving to Texas. And we are not vaccinating our
kids. These are our next steps:
Robert F, Kennedy, Jr. and Children’s Health Defense has assembled a team of
lawyers who are analyzing how besty to attack the repeal on civil rights and other
grounds. We expect suits to be filled shortly. Please support the legal action by
donating here: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/about-us/donate/
Students with IEPS and 504 plans still have a right to those services regardless of
whether they are allowed to attend school or not. We are working on plans to assist
parents in fighting for their children’s right to a free and appropriate public
education.
We will be fighting to reform New York’s incredibly restrictive medical exemption
laws. Across the US the average rate of students with medical exemptions is 1% to

2%. In New York it is less than 1/10th of 1%. Thousands of parents across the state
have had the experience of a physician telling them that their child should never get
another vaccine, and then told to go get a religious exemption because the doctor is
afraid to write a medical exemption. Fortunately, Senate Health Committee Chair
Gustavo Rivera has a bill to correct this problem, Senate Bill S477, and we will be
pushing hard to pass this before June 20, 2020.
And we will be fighting to stop the existing New York bills to make Gardasil and
annual flu shots mandatory in New York, and bills to allow vaccines without
parental knowledge or consent.
A truism of New York politics is that all the power rests with. “three guys in a room.”
Now slightly modified to “two guys and a woman in a room.” The three being
Governor Andrew Cuomo, Speaker of the Assembly Carl Heastie, and Senate
Majority Leader Andrea Stewart Cousins. Beginning several weeks ago the three
started putting heavy pressure on the legislators to pass these bills.
A measles outbreak here in New York was used as a pretext to take away our rights.
We have had around 700 measles cases since last September in a state of 20 million.
The outbreak was almost exclusively confined to three insular Hasidic Jewish
commmunities in Brooklyn and Rockland County. And it appears the outbreak is
over, New York City, where the vast majority of the cases were reported, is reporting
only 5 cases of mealses so far in June.
We were told by legislators and staffers time and time again that they have never
received the volume of letters, documents, emails, office visits and telephone calls as
they have on this bill. Legislators from all parts of the state said the overwhelming
majority of communications they received opposed the bill. Staffers in the office of a
member at the highest level of leadership in the Assembly said they could not recall
any communications in favor of the bill. You did everything possible to defeat this
bill. As Yogi Berra said, “It ain’t over till it’s over.” And this is far from over.

VACCINE VIEW
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., 120 others at Statehouse Blast Vaccinations

https://www.ohio.com/news/20190626/robert-f-kennedy-jr-120-others-at-statehouse-blastvaccinations/1

New Poll Finds 45 Percent of Americans Still Doubt the Safety of
Vaccines
http://bit.ly/31YOqdS

Mailchimp Shuts Down GreenMedInfo's Newsletter for "Anti-Vaccine"
Content
http://bit.ly/2ZYH0VR

Merck Subsidiary Plans $48M Investment, 115 Jobs in Albany Area Over
Five Years
http://bit.ly/2NkEQi6

Dr Palevsky's Comments: In case anyone was wondering what factor(s) may have
contributed to the passage of the NYS repeal bill on June 13, 2019.

Bestselling Author’s ‘Anti-Vax’ Post Goes Viral: “I Do Not Consent”
http://bit.ly/2FEEDQG

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Nails the Vaccine Argument…
http://bit.ly/2XgJmCA

The Dark Side of Vaccines
The Less Publicized Story of Vaccine Safety and Efficacy
http://bit.ly/31XGGsr

New FOIA Requests Expose MMR Vaccine Trial Results Clearly
Indicating Vaccine Should Never Have Been Approved
http://bit.ly/2XCxTN3

CDC Wants to Expand Power to Eliminate Measles What You Need To
Know and Do Now
http://bit.ly/2JpUZh9

Dr Palevsky's Comment: ** Note the date: 9/12/2016 **

200 Signals of Harm Linked to Vaccination- FREE Research PDF
Download!
http://bit.ly/2LrnOfM

1200 Studies - To Vaccinate or Not to Vaccinate?
Thousands of Scientists Weigh In
Downloadable PDF
http://bit.ly/2IUEMBb

EXPOSING EMFS
Colorectal Cancer Is Soaring Among Young Adults
Are Smartphones in the Mix?
http://bit.ly/2YmBpbM

Children Glued to Screens Show Alarming Developmental Delays
http://bit.ly/2J5LZxa

DR LARRY IN THE MEDIA
Watch and listen here to the whole event ....
Cornerstones of Freedom Censorship Conference

On April 6th, an event interpreting the current climate on censorship, our rights,
and how we must collectively defend our civil liberties took place in New Jersey. It
featured speakers from across the country who inspired people to take action and
combat the un-American forces of censorship threatening free speech.
Dr Palevsky was one of the Featured Expert Speakers at this event andhis
presentation can be seen at 1:22:30 in the recording.
http://www.firstfreedoms.org

Don't Miss:
Dr. Palevsky Speaks About Best Pediatric Practices
on 'The HighWire' Podcast
.......and many other interviews and appearances on Dr Palevsky's
Website Media Page:
http://bit.ly/2DDaY9b

FOLLOW DR PALEVSKY ON FACEBOOK

Join Dr Palevsky on his Facebook page today....browse important articles, scientific
papers, and medical information shared for your interest, with added comments from the
doctor. Click on the icon above and please feel free to share the link.

ABOUT DR PALEVSKY
Dr. Palevsky is a NYS licensed pediatrician, who utilizes a holistic approach to children’s
wellness and illness. Dr. Palevsky received his medical degree from the NYU School of
Medicine in 1987, completed a three-year pediatric residency at The Mount Sinai Hospital
in NYC in 1990, and served as a pediatric fellow in the ambulatory care out-patient
department at Bellevue Hospital, NYC, from 1990-1991. Since 1991, his clinical experience
includes working in pediatric emergency and intensive care medicine, in-patient and outpatient pediatric medicine, neonatal intensive care medicine, newborn and delivery room
medicine, and conventional, holistic and integrative pediatric private practice.

Dr. Palevsky is a diplomate of the American Board of Integrative Holistic Medicine, and
Past–President of the American Holistic Medical Association. He received his pediatric
board certification in 1990, and passed his pediatric board recertification exams in 1997,
2004, and 2011.

In his current practice in Northport, Long Island and Manhattan, NYC, Dr. Palevsky offers
well-child examinations, consultations and educational programs to families and
practitioners in the areas of preventive and holistic health; childhood development;
lifestyle changes; nutrition for adults, infants and children; safe, alternative treatments for
common and difficult to treat acute and chronic pediatric and adult conditions;
vaccination controversies; mindful parenting; and rethinking the medical paradigm.
Additionally, he teaches holistic integrative pediatric & adolescent medicine to parents,
and medical and allied health professionals, both nationally & internationally, and is
available for speaking engagements worldwide.
For more information, or to contact Dr. Palevsky go to: www.drpalevsky.com

PLEASE CLICK HERE TO JOIN
THE HOLISTIC CHILD HEALTH
MAILING LIST
HCH will never share your information with any third parties.

Thank You for subscribing to the
Holistic Child Health Newsletter.
If you would like to contact us, please feel free to do so.
We are happy to hear from you.
Lawrence B. Palevsky, M.D., ABIHM
For Appointments: Long Island and Manhattan
(631) 262 8505
For all other Inquiries: info@drpalevsky.com
www.drpalevsky.com
© 2018 Lawrence B. Palevsky. All rights reserved.
Disclaimer: All material in this newsletter and on the web site is provided for educational
purposes only. Consult with your health care provider regarding the advisability of any
opinions or recommendations with respect to your individual situation.
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